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Evaluation of interventions to enhance recruitment or
reduce attrition within randomised controlled trials is
uncommon. A number of initiatives have tried to
increase this evidence base by encouraging the embedding of such trials within trials evaluating healthcare
interventions.
The NIHR-funded REFORM study recruited and followed up participants by mailing out invitation packs and
questionnaires to participants. We undertook four
embedded studies during the recruitment and follow-up
phases: (1) Exploration of the feasibility and validity of the
EQ5D-5L: 332 participants were sent a baseline questionnaire containing both the EQ5D-5L and the EQ5D-3L;
(2) Two embedded trials evaluating i) the effectiveness of
an enhanced patient information sheet (PIS) and ii) prenotification with a study newsletter, to increase recruitment to the trial; and (3) An embedded factorial trial evaluating the effectiveness of a Post-it ® note and/or
newsletter to increase questionnaire response rates and
minimise attrition to the trial.
The EQ5D-5L and Post-It ® note studies were easily
incorporated using in-house funding. The PIS study
required £6,500 funding from the MRC START team.
Undertaking these studies did cause some delay to the
main study, but not to the detriment of the study. To date,
results for only the PIS and pre-notification studies are
available, and no statistically significant differences have
been observed.
We have demonstrated that it can be relatively easy to
embed several trials within a trial. Whilst funding in some
cases may be an issue, can provide useful learning

experiences for inexperienced researchers and inform
future studies and they do produce academic publications.
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